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SUMMARY
Danionella cerebrum (DC) is a promising vertebrate animal model for systems neuroscience due to its small
adult brain volume and inherent optical transparency, but the scope of their cognitive abilities remains an
area of active research. In this work, we established a behavioral paradigm to study visual spatial navigation
in DC and investigate their navigational capabilities and strategies. We initially observed that adult DC exhibit
strong negative phototaxis in groups but less so as individuals. Using their dark preference as amotivator, we
designed a spatial navigation task inspired by the Morris water maze. Through a series of environmental cue
manipulations, we found that DC utilize visual cues to anticipate a reward location and found evidence for
landmark-based navigational strategies wherein DC could use both proximal and distal visual cues. When
subsets of proximal visual cues were occluded, DC were capable of using distant contextual visual informa-
tion to solve the task, providing evidence for allocentric spatial navigation. Without proximal visual cues, DC
tended to seek out a direct line of sight with at least one distal visual cue while maintaining a positional bias
toward the reward location. In total, our behavioral results suggest that DC can be used to study the neural
mechanisms underlying spatial navigation with cellular resolution imaging across an adult vertebrate brain.
INTRODUCTION

Spatial navigation—the ability to plan and execute self-directed

motion based on sensory cues—is an ethologically relevant

behavior observed across a wide variety of phyla.1 Numerous

species, ranging from honeybees to humans, have been studied

for their navigational abilities.2–19 Historically, mammalian animal

models (most commonly rodents) have been utilized, in part due

to their ability to learn and solve complex spatial navigation

behavioral tasks,5,6,20–22 including theMorris watermaze.23 Sim-

ple motivators, such as food or water rewards, are often used to

drive goal-oriented navigational behavior.24 Using these behav-

ioral paradigms, specific brain regions that underlie spatial

navigation have been identified in mammals,25–28 but compara-

tively little is known about how, at a mechanistic level, these

regions work together to generate navigation behaviors. One

limitation is the ability to functionally record from and anatomi-

cally trace the neuronal circuits underlying these behaviors in

relatively large mammalian brains. Hence, our understanding of

spatial navigation, and the underlying neuronal mechanisms,

remains fragmented.

In parallel, the field of systems neuroscience has seen great

strides made in the unbiased whole-brain optical imaging

of smaller, awake, behaving animals, such as Caenorhabditis

elegans,29,30 Drosophila melanogaster,31–33 and larval Danio

rerio.34,35 When combined with volume electron microscopic
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reconstructions, biologically plausible models of neuronal cir-

cuits that support a given behavior can be developed.36–39 The

larval zebrafish, in particular, has been shown to be advanta-

geous for this experimental approach.39–44 However, compared

with mammals, it has been more difficult to train larval zebrafish

to associate visual cues with discrete locations in space. This is

perhaps due to a delay in the ability of larvae to form associations

until later developmental stages.18,45

The recent introduction of Danionella cerebrum (DC) as a sys-

tems neuroscience animal model shows great potential for the

mechanistic study of circuits underlying various cognitive pro-

cesses.46–50 Similar to larval zebrafish, the transparency and

small size of DC make them suited for whole-brain optical imag-

ing at developmental stages many months post-fertilization.51

However, their visual spatial navigational abilities are currently

unknown. Other teleost fish, such as adult zebrafish and gold-

fish, are capable of solving complex spatial navigation tasks in

which learned associations are used to motivate spatial naviga-

tion.11–19 Indeed, teleost fish can employ both egocentric and al-

locentric navigational strategies,11–19 mirroring the prowess of

mammals. Therefore, we aimed to establish a paradigm for prob-

ing spatial navigation in DC and elucidating their navigational

abilities.

We identified phototaxis as a motivator for a task inspired by

the Morris water maze.23 Through a series of cue manipulations,

we found that DC use visual cues to solve the task. We also
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Figure 1. DC exhibit negative phototaxis

(A) Experimental setup for testing phototaxis.

(B) Image of behavioral arena, with the long-pass filter removed and overlaid

fish trajectories, depicts the maximal contrast displayed during testing. Scale

bars, 20 mm.

(C) Quantification of phototaxis in individuals (magenta) and groups (blue) of

DC. Individual fish and groups are linked with lines. White circles represent

median values (group condition: n = 10 groups of three DC [30 total fish]; in-

dividual condition: n = 10 fish; paired t test; **p < 0.01; p = 0.0016).

See also Figure S1.
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found that DC are capable of context-dependent navigation by

manipulating cues that are distal vs. proximal to a reward loca-

tion. In this work, we defined visual ‘‘context’’ to include unique

visual cues that laid distal to and, at times, out of sight from the

goal location (as in Zhao et al.52). Our results lay a foundation for

future work to study the neuronal mechanisms underlying spatial

navigation across the adult vertebrate brain of DC.

RESULTS

DC exhibit negative phototaxis
We characterized the phototactic behavior in adult (�3 months

old) DC, an age at which we expected robust associative

learning, based on previous work in adult teleost fish.11–19,45

Fish were placed in a circular arena illuminated from above

with a digital projector (Figure 1A) and the walls surrounded

with gray paper. For each trial, one half of the arena was illumi-

nated with white light of a selected luminance while the other

half remained dimly lit (Figure 1B). Because DC are known to

be a schooling fish species,46,48,50 we quantified phototaxis in in-

dividuals as well as groups of three conspecific fish. Individual

DC did not display a consistent phototactic preference for the

dark or light region (Figures 1C and S1A), although we noted

an increased variability in phototactic preference among individ-

uals with increasing luminance on the bright half of the arena
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(Figure S1B). Individual fish were observed to frequently swim

in circles around the border of the arena (see representative

example in Figure S1A). In contrast, for groups of three fish, we

observed an increased dark preference as the luminance was

elevated (Figures 1C and S1C). This preference was already

observable at low illumination levels (Figure 1C, 3 vs. 13 lux).

Group size has been shown to influence vision-based navigation

in schooling fish53; therefore, the lack of group dynamics in

solitary DC could explain their variable phototactic preference.

As an additional comparison, groups of 3- to 4-week-old juvenile

zebrafish of a similar body size to adult DC exhibited negative

phototaxis under the same conditions but to a lesser extent

than adult DC (Figure S1D).

DC are capable of learning a Morris water maze-like
spatial navigation task
We next explored whether dark preference (or, alternatively, light

aversion) could be utilized as a reinforcing stimulus to develop a

place preference in a spatial navigation task. For this, and all re-

maining experiments, fish were tested in groups of three to

ensure consistent phototactic behavior. We designed a delayed

reward paradigm in a circular arena surrounded by eight unique

visual cues on thewalls and consisting of four phases (Figure 2A).

Within each trial, (1) the arena was uniformly illuminated from

above with dim light sufficient for the cues to be visible for 60 s

(‘‘DIM’’); (2) illumination was increased to an intensity measured

to induce negative phototaxis (Figure 1C) for 20 s (‘‘LIGHT’’); (3)

under the same high intensity illumination, a reward location was

revealed by projecting a dark spot in front of one of the visual

cues for 45 s (‘‘REWARD’’); and (4) the illumination was shuttered

for 60 s so that the cueswere not visible to the fish (‘‘DARK’’). Our

goal was to probe whether DC were capable of learning the

reward location relative to the visual cues and, if so, reporting

this association by anticipating and swimming to the location

of the dark spot (the reward location) during the LIGHT phase

prior to the spot appearing during the REWARD phase. We

quantified performance by measuring the Euclidean distance

between the centroids of each fish and the center of the reward

location (i.e., ‘‘distance-to-target’’ or ‘‘performance’’) for each

video frame (Figures 2B and 2C). The performance of a represen-

tative group of fish and associated trajectories (Figure 2C) are

plotted for the first trial from the first day of training and the first

and thirtieth trial from the third day of training, at which point the

fish had learned the association.

During the DIM and DARK phases, fish dispersed throughout

the arena (Figure 2C). During the REWARD phase, performance

fell below the radius of the reward zone (<4 cm; Figure 2C),

reflecting the negative phototaxis we previously measured (Fig-

ure 1C). Examination of the LIGHT phase, in which the reward

had not yet appeared, revealed an anticipation of the reward

location by the thirtieth trial that was not observed in the first trial

of the first or third day of training (Figure 2C), suggesting a

learned association between the visual cues and the reward

location. During the LIGHT phase, performance improved from

an initial chance level (6.3 cm) during the course of the first

10–15 trials (30–45min) and approached the radius of the reward

region for the latter trials (Figures 2D and 2E). For groups of fish

deemed non-learners, we observed that performance improved

very slowly, if at all, during the first 30 trials (Figure 2D). Fish were



Figure 2. DC are capable of learning a Morris water maze-like spatial navigation task

(A) Diagram of trial structure with four phases.

(B) For each video frame, the Euclidean distance between the centroid of each fish and the center of the reward region (i.e., ‘‘target’’) is measured (black vector,

with label d).

(C) Example of median distance-to-target for one group of three fish from trial 1 from the first day of training (gray, dashed line), trial 1 from the third day of training

(gray solid line), and trial 30 from the third day of training (black). For this group of fish, the learning criterion was met on the third day of training. Vertical dashed

lines delineate the trial phases. The horizontal dotted line at 4 cm represents the radius of the reward area. Shaded regions illustrate the 20-s time bins used to

compare performance between the trial phases and across trials. Corresponding fish trajectories from day 3 are shown below, with each color representing a

unique fish.

(D) Distance-to-target during the LIGHT phase vs. trial number for learner (blue; n = 53 groups) vs. non-learner (magenta; n = 24 groups) groups of fish. Solid lines

represent median performance across groups of fish, with shading representing the interquartile range. The horizontal lines represent the reward radius (4 cm)

and chance performance (6.3 cm).

(E) The performance distribution of learner groups from trials 1 and 30 (individual points each represent a group of fish; white circles represent median; n = 53

groups of three fish; paired t test, ***p < 0.001, p = 4.2e�14).

See also Figure S2 and Data S1.
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able to anticipate the reward location, regardless of the specific

cue that lay directly in front of the reward location and so, for

consistency, we arbitrarily used horizontal stripes in front of the

reward for most groups (Figure S2A).

Given that learning occurs in a group of three fish, it is possible

that a preference for shoaling behavior could influence learning

(or non-learning) in our task. Therefore, we quantified the sum

of inter-fish distances as a metric for each group’s cohesiveness

(i.e., shoal cohesion). For learning groups, shoal cohesion
decreased slightly as performance improved across trials

1–30, consistent with fish learning to confine their swimming

pattern near the reward location (Figure S2B). For non-learning

groups, shoal cohesion remained relatively constant across trials

1–30.We observed a statistically significant linear correlation be-

tween average shoal cohesion and performance for learner

groups (Figure S2C, blue), but not for non-learner groups (Fig-

ure S2C, orange). Average shoal cohesion was not significantly

different between learner and non-learner groups (Figure S2C).
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In total, groups of various cohesiveness were able to learn the

task. However, this metric does not reveal intra-group learning

dynamics in which a subset of the fish could learn the task

and/or drive performance within the task (e.g., a ‘‘follow-the-

leader’’ scenario).

Altogether, we concluded that adult DC were capable of

learning the reward location, but it remained unclear to what

degree visual cues in their environment were used.

DC perform visually guided spatial navigation
Using a series of cue manipulation experiments, we next inves-

tigated which visual cues played a role during navigation. An

80-trial session was designed in which eight unique cues were

presented for thirty trials, a cue manipulation was performed

for twenty trials, and then the original cues were restored for

the final thirty trials. The structure within each 3-min trial re-

mained as in Figure 2A. Cuemanipulations included cue removal

(Figure 3A), cue rotation (Figure 3B), or cue shuffling (Figure 3C).

We quantified performance by averaging the distance of each

fish to the reward within 20-s time bins: the last 20 s of the

DIM phase, the entire 20 s duration of the LIGHT phase, the first

20 s of the REWARD phase, and the last 20 s of the DARK phase.

For cue removal sessions, performance during the LIGHT phase

improved to near 4 cm within the first 30 trials (Figure 3A, right,

LIGHT), indicating a learned association between the visual

cues and the reward location. Upon replacement of the cues

with a uniform gray background, performance returned to

chance levels (6.3 cm), leading to a statistically significant differ-

ence in the ability to anticipate the reward location with and

without visual cues (Figure 3D, cue removal). Upon restoration

of the cues, the performance rapidly returned to near 4 cm. Dur-

ing the DARK phase, the performance remained predominantly

near chance, indicating that the fish did not have an innate place

preference for a specific region of the arena (Figure 3A, right,

DARK). Interestingly, while fish were still able to navigate to

within the reward boundary during the REWARD phase, their

performance worsened when cues were removed (Figure 3E,

cue removal), perhaps indicating that the cues were helpful for

the fish to locate the visible reward region. Additionally, to control

for the possibility that the physical cue manipulation itself was

responsible for this change in behavior, a sham cue removal

experiment was conducted and we did not observe a significant

change in performance during the LIGHT or REWARD phases

(Figures 3A, 3D, and 3E, ‘‘sham cue removal’’). Altogether, the

cue removal experiments indicated that learned visual cues

were necessary to anticipate and navigate to the reward loca-

tion. Additionally, we concluded that the fish were not using

any other cues in their environment or external to the arena to

anticipate the reward location.

We next examined the strength of the association between the

absolute location of the reward relative to the cues by performing

a set of cue rotation experiments. We either rotated the reward

location and cues together by 90�, 180�, or 270� (‘‘coupled cue

rotation’’) or rotated only the reward location but not the cues

(‘‘uncoupled cue rotation’’) (Figure 3B). During coupled cue rota-

tion, performance remained constant formost groups (Figure 3D,

coupledcue rotation), further confirming that fishutilizedanasso-

ciation with the visual cues and not potential external cues. How-

ever, during an uncoupled rotation of the cues in which the
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relative location between the reward location and the cues was

changed, performance during the LIGHT phase degraded, indi-

cating that fish were initially not able to predict the new location

of the reward (Figures 3B, right, LIGHT and 3D, uncoupled cue

rotation) but rather continued to prefer the former reward location

(FiguresS3AandS3B). Throughout the twenty trials of uncoupled

cue rotation, performance during the LIGHT phase gradually

improved, indicating that the fish were perhaps slowly forming

an association between the new location of the reward relative

to the cues. Upon reestablishment of the original reward location,

fish rapidly returned to their previous performance prior to the un-

coupled rotation. During the REWARD phase of the uncoupled

cue rotation, negative phototaxis to the reward location was per-

turbed, as shown by the large distance-to-target values during

trials 31–50 (Figures 3B, right, REWARD and 3E, uncoupled, first

20 s); we therefore compared the performance of the first 20 s of

the REWARD phase to the last 20 s (Figures 3B, right, REWARD,

magenta vs. green and 3E) and found that the perturbation was

transient and fish were eventually able to swim to the reward

location by the end of the REWARD phase.

Taken together, the cue removal and cue rotation experiments

indicated that DC perform visually guided navigation. However,

because the reward was always located in front of one of the

eight unique visual cues, it remained unclear whether they

used one specific cue to navigate (the cue most proximal to

the reward) or whether they took advantage of the context of

the entire visual environment (including the more distal cues

from the reward) to navigate, as has been investigated in other

species.52,54,55 We designed a cue shuffling experiment in which

all cues, except for the single cue directly in front of the reward

location, were randomly shuffled to a new position (Figure 3C)

and hypothesized that, if fish primarily used one proximal cue

as a visual landmark, then their ability to solve the task should

remain unchanged when the seven other cues were shuffled.

During the LIGHT phase, the median performance remained un-

perturbed following cue shuffling (Figures 3C, right, orange and

3D, ‘‘cue shuffle’’), similar to that of control fish (Figures 3C, right,

gray and 3D, ‘‘sham’’), indicating that a single cue is sufficient for

fish to anticipate the reward location, even when all other cues in

the environment are shuffled. This is in agreement with a naviga-

tional strategy reported in a variety of species in which a stable

landmark in the environment is sufficient to solve a navigation

task.3,56 However, when analyzing the performance of individual

groups, we observed that some groups were greatly perturbed

by the cue shuffling (Figures 3D, cue shuffle and S3C). Groups

were clustered into those that were (3/9) and were not (6/9) per-

turbed by the cue shuffling (Figures S3D and S3E). We therefore

hypothesized that, at least for some groups of fish, distally

located unique visual cues played a role in their ability to predict

the reward location.

When the last 20 s of the DIM phase was analyzed across all

cue manipulations, we observed similar trends as in the LIGHT

phase, indicating that many fish were motivated to anticipate

the reward location during the DIM phase prior to the onset of

the LIGHT phase (Figure S4).

Context-dependent spatial navigation in DC
To investigate the importance of distal contextual spatial infor-

mation, we designed an experiment in which unique proximal



Figure 3. DC perform visually guided spatial navigation

(A) Cue removal experiment, including the cue removal (blue) and sham control (gray) groups. The performance across all trials for each trial phase is shown on the

right (cue removal, n = 10 groups; sham cue removal, n = 10 groups).

(B) Cue rotation experiment depicting the uncoupled (magenta; n = 10 groups) and coupled (gray; n = 14 groups) cue rotations.

(C) Cue shuffle experiment depicts the cue shuffled (orange; n = 9 groups) and sham control (gray) group cue manipulation. The sham cue shuffle and sham cue

removal from (A) are the same dataset, shown twice for convenience. In (A)–(C), thick lines represent median performance across groups; shading represents

interquartile range.

(D) Comparison of performance distributions for the LIGHT phase across trial bins: before the cue manipulation (trials 11–30), during the cue manipulations (trials

31–50), and following the cue manipulation (trials 61–80).

(E) Comparison of performance distributions for the REWARD phase across the same trial bins as in (D).

(D) and (E) Connected points show the change in group performance across trial bins. Open circles represent median performance across groups. Paired t test

with Bonferroni correction was used for testing significance; *p < 0.05/m; **p < 0.01/m; ***p < 0.001/m, m = 3; (D, left to right, p = 5.4e�7, p = 4.0e�6, p = 0.0014,

p = 9.5e�5; E, left to right, p = 0.0012, p = 3.6e�4, p = 0.0036, p = 0.0011, p = 0.0099, p = 0.0050).

See also Figures S3 and S4 and Data S1.
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cues were removed, leaving only the more distal unique cues

available as potential landmarks for navigation. These proximal

cue removal experiments consisted of 90 trials (Figure 4A) in

which the eight unique visual cueswere presented for thirty trials.

After trial 30, between five and eight unique visual cues most

proximal to the reward region were removed and replaced with
uniform vertical stripes. With this new subset of unique visual

cues, we performed a 120� coupled cue rotation after trial 50

and, after trial 70, the cues were rotated back. Additionally, we

placed a circular visual blockade in the center of the tank (Fig-

ure 4A) to occlude visual cues that were diametrically opposed

to the position of each fish, thereby creating a ring-shaped
Current Biology 33, 1–11, December 18, 2023 5



Figure 4. Context-dependent spatial navigation in DC

(A) Diagram depicting the proximal cue removal experiment. A visual blockade

(⌀10 cm) occluded the view of unique visual cues on the opposite side of the

ring-shaped arena. On any given test day, a group of fish were tested for 30

trials with 8 unique visual cues, followed by a proximal cue removal (20 trials),

then a coupled cue rotation (20 trials), and finally a coupled cue counter-

rotation (20 trials), for a total experiment composed of 90 trials. A 10-min pause

in darkness followed each cue manipulation.

(B) For each video frame, theEuclidean distance as in Figure 2Bwasmeasured.

(C) A diagram (left) depicts the configuration of the remaining unique visual

cues relative to the reward location. The performance of the fish during the

LIGHT, REWARD, and DARK phases vs. trial number is shown. (n = 9 groups of

three fish; solid black lines represent median performance across groups; gray

shading represents interquartile range).

(D) Overlay of median performance, color-coded by number of remaining

unique visual cues.
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arena. A 10-min DARK phase was inserted between cue manip-

ulations to allow more time for fish to disperse from the reward

region and discourage a strategy of simply not moving in the

annular arena to solve the task. We used a similar trial structure

as in Figure 2A and performance quantification (Figure 4B), but

increased the duration of the DARK phase, again, to allow

more time for fish to disperse from the reward region. The perfor-

mance of fish during the LIGHT phase approached 5 cm (the

radius of the reward zone in the annular arena) in the first 30 trials

(Figure 4C, LIGHT), across all cue manipulations, demonstrating

that DC accurately predicted the reward location in the annular

arena with 8 unique visual cues. At trial 31, upon replacement

of the five unique cues located proximal to the reward location

with a uniform pattern and following the cue rotations (trials 51

and 71) the performance of the fish was transiently perturbed

but then gradually improved with subsequent trials, indicating

the ability to predict the reward location without proximally

located visual cues (Figure 4C, top row, LIGHT). Performance

predominantly remained below 5 cmduring the REWARD phase,

reflecting the fish’s negative phototaxis, with transient perturba-

tions following some cue manipulations (Figure 4C, REWARD).

As the number of unique visual cues was further reduced from

three to zero, we observed a degradation in performance during

the LIGHT phase and measured a statistically significant differ-

ence when zero unique cues remained compared with the initial

trials when all eight cues were present (Figures 4D and 4E,

LIGHT). Similar to the cue removal experiments (Figure 3A), the

ability of DC to navigate to the reward region during the

REWARD phase was perturbed in the absence of unique visual

cues (Figures 4D and 4E, REWARD). When binned across trials,

we observed a statistically significant degradation in perfor-

mance during the LIGHT phase as unique visual cues were

removed (Figure 5A). In total, these results showed that DC

were capable of utilizing distally located visual cues during the

LIGHT phase to anticipate the reward location.

A major difference compared with the open arena perfor-

mance (Figures 2 and 3) was the behavior of DC during the

DARK phase in the annular arena (Figure 4C). Although we ex-

pected fish to disperse during the DARK phase, they never

reached the calculated chance performance in the annular arena

(10.2 cm) (Figure 5B). More puzzling was the apparent improve-

ment in performance during the first thirty trials, which should be

impossible in the dark (Figure 4C) and indicated that, despite a

lengthened DARK phase, the fish were not dispersing following

each REWARD phase. When we compared the performance be-

tween the corresponding LIGHT and DARK phases for each

proximal cue manipulation experiment, we did not find any
(E) Comparison of group performance across experiment trial bins (‘‘8 unique

cues,’’ trials 21–30; ‘‘proximal cue removal,’’ trials 41–50; ‘‘coupled cue rota-

tion,’’ trials 61–70; and ‘‘coupled cue counter-rotation,’’ trials 81–90) and

across cue manipulations during the LIGHT and REWARD phases. (Each solid

point represents a group; the color depicts the cue manipulation. Open circles

represent median performance, connected across trial bins. Dashed line

represents diameter of reward area [5 cm]. Paired t test with Bonferroni

correction; *p < 0.05/m; m = 6 comparisons within each proximal cue removal

condition; [E, LIGHT bottom to top: p = 0.00066, p = 0.0063, p = 0.0077;

REWARD, bottom to top: p = 0.0082, p = 0.0033, p = 0.0045, p = 0.0042; p =

0.0022, p = 0.0017]).

See also Figure S5 and Data S1.



Figure 5. Behavior in proximal cue removal

experiments is modulated by luminance

(A) Performance between proximal cue removal

experiments during the LIGHT phase, averaged

across trials 41–50, 61–70, and 81–90 for each

group. Individual solid points and thin gray lines

represent individual groups; open circles and thick

black lines represent median across groups. Paired

t test with Bonferroni correction; *p < 0.05/m, m = 6;

top to bottom, p = 0.0037, p = 0.0029 (n = 9 groups).

(B) Pairwise comparisons of performance between

the LIGHT and DARK phase for each proximal cue

removal experiment condition. Performance was

averaged across trials 41–50, 61–70, and 81–90 for

each group. Individual points represent individual

groups. Paired t testwithBonferroni correction,m=4.

No statistically significant differences were observed.

(C) The average speed for each trial was measured

against trial number for the ‘‘3 unique cues’’ (top) and

‘‘0 unique cues’’ (bottom) cue manipulations, color-

coded by trial phases. Lines represent the median

across groups of fish (n = 9 groups).

(D) Scatter plots showing average speed vs. perfor-

mance from 8 unique cues trial bin (trials 21–30), and

proximal cue removal trial bin (trial 41–50, 61–70, and

81–90) pooling all groups and across the four experi-

ment phases. Color coding same as in (C). The mean

and standard deviation for each experiment phase is

shown to the right of each scatter plot. Individual data

points represent single trials for each group of fish.

See also Figure S5.
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significant differences in any of the cue conditions (Figure 5B).

Accordingly, it was possible the fish had adopted a ‘‘stay-in-

place’’ strategy that persisted from the REWARD into the

DARK and LIGHT phase. We therefore measured the average

speed of the groups as a function of trial number to investigate

whether changes in locomotion revealed differences in behavior

between the LIGHT and DARK phase that were not revealed by

the distance-to-target metric. We observed a reduction in swim-

ming speed during the initial thirty trials (Figures 5C and S5B),

perhaps indicating a form of motor adaptation as fish become

accustomed to the experiment. The decrease in swimming

speed is consistent with DC not fully dispersing in the arena

following each REWARD phase (Figure 4C), despite a prolonged

DARK phase.
Cur
Strikingly, while swimming speeds

were similar during the DIM, REWARD,

and DARK phases, they were approxi-

mately 50% higher during the LIGHT

phase (Figures 5C and S5B), indicating

a dependency of motor behavior on the

ambient illumination.57 By plotting swim-

ming speed vs. performance for the

different proximal cue removal experi-

ments, we observed a trend in which

the performance of the fish during the

LIGHT phase degraded as unique visual

cues were removed (Figure 5D, orange)

and less so in the DARK phase

(Figure 5D, purple).
Based on the behavioral differences observed during the

LIGHT phase, we investigated where in the annular arena DC

spent most of their time relative to the visibility of the unique

cues. The reduction in the ability of DC to anticipate the reward

location as the number of unique cues is reduced is visible in

heatmaps of their positions during the LIGHT phase

(Figures 6A and S6). Difference heatmaps, calculated by sub-

tracting the locations when proximal cues are removed from

when all eight cues are present, illustrate the relative positions

DC occupy for each cue manipulation (Figure 6B). Overall, as

proximal cues are removed, DC spend proportionally less time

near the reward location, where there is often no direct line of

sight to the unique visual cues, and more time swimming in re-

gions in which at least one unique visual cue is within sight,
rent Biology 33, 1–11, December 18, 2023 7



Figure 6. DC seek a line of sight to distally

located unique visual cues

(A) Normalized heatmaps depicting fish positions

before and after cuemanipulations during the LIGHT

phase. (n = 9 groups).

(B) Left: diagrams depicting discrete regions, color-

coded by the number of visually accessible unique

visual cues, measured by direct line of sight. Right:

normalized difference heatmap reflect the change in

positions after the cue manipulation during the

LIGHT phase. Positive values indicate areas in

which the fish spent more time following the cue

manipulation.

(C–E) Pairwise comparisons of occupancy for each

zone during the LIGHT phase (labeled with Roman

numerals, as depicted in B). Individual solid points

and thin gray lines represent individual groups.

Open circles and thick black lines represent mean

across groups.

Paired t test; *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001;

(C) left to right, p = 0.0066, p = 0.0025, p = 0.0393;

(D) left to right, p = 0.0012, p = 5.68e�4, p = 0.016.

See also Figure S6.
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however, still with a bias toward remaining near the reward loca-

tion (Figures 6C–6E). This suggests a strategy in which frequent

visual updates of the location of the distal visual cues are

required for DC to orient themselves within the annular arena.

DISCUSSION

We developed a spatial navigation task for adult DC inspired by

the Morris water maze,23 using their preference to swim in dark

regions (or avoid bright regions) (Figure 1) as a motivating stim-

ulus. We found that DC were able to anticipate the location of

a future reward location (Figure 2) and that they utilized visual

cues in the environment to solve the task (Figures 3A and 3B).

When cues were shuffled, we found that, for some groups of

fish, a single proximal cue is sufficient to be used as a landmark

while, for other groups, distal cueswere also used (Figure 3C). To

distinguish between the relative importance of distal and
8 Current Biology 33, 1–11, December 18, 2023
proximal cues, we explored whether DC

could successfully navigate with only

partially occluded distal cues available

(Figure 4), providing evidence for allocen-

tric navigation (Figure 5A). One possible

explanation is that DC use a memory-

based strategy that allows them to

remember the location of the visual cue in

an allocentric fashion as they plan and

execute their trajectory to the reward loca-

tion, similar to observations in ro-

dents.52,54,55 Our analysis of swimming

speed and the positioning of DC when

proximal cues are removed suggests that,

should such spatial memory exist, DC

move in a manner such that at least one vi-

sual cue can be observed (Figures 5 and 6).

From prior work in rodents and goldfish,

the ability to solve the Morris water maze
under a variety of cue manipulations is associated with activity

in the hippocampal formation (or the dorsal lateral pallium in

teleost fish).14,52 The extent to which this implies the existence

of a cognitive map remains to be shown. It is plausible that

egocentric spatial information, e.g., distance estimation via

path integration and heading direction, also provides input to

help DC solve this task,39,58,59 although the observed strategy

of seeking out at least one visual cue suggests that path integra-

tion alone would not be sufficient.

Our experiments were conducted with groups of fish, while

many navigation studies focus on single animals. We used

shoal cohesion as a measurement of group dynamics but ulti-

mately did not detect differences in group cohesion between

learner and non-learner groups. This does not address whether

individuals within groups are better or worse at learning the

task. Continuous video recording or skin dyes could be used

to track and quantify individual performance across sessions
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as well as to explore whether social dynamics impacts

navigation.60,61

It is likely that the training schedule of the fish could be

improved. With the current timeline, fish could swim to the

reward location quickly but would then have to wait before the

phototactic reward was presented. In other words, with our cur-

rent paradigm, the behavior of the fish did not have a causal link

to when the phototactic reward is delivered. This differs from the

Morris water maze, in which rodents are immediately rewarded

when they discover a hidden platform and are able to stand on

the platform.

We found a major difference in the performance of DC in the

annular and open arenas. The proximal cue removal manipula-

tions transiently perturbed the performance of DC for a coupled

cue rotation (Figure 4C), while the same manipulation did not in

the open arena (Figure 3B). This perturbation might be related

to the specific timing we chose for the proximal cue removal ex-

periments, including lengthening the DARK phase to 2 min and

adding a 10-min dark phase between manipulations. Although

we intended these durations to allow sufficient time for DC to

disperse in the annular arena, we have not measured how long

the memory of the visual environment persists in darkness. The

transient perturbation we observed may therefore reflect DC re-

acquiring the ability to solve the task in what, from their perspec-

tive, is a novel environment. Future experiments are needed to

explore the persistence of the spatial memory.

In other fish species, the ability to navigate to a reward in the

absence of proximal visual cues, as we observed in DC, has

been interpreted as evidence for allocentric navigation.13 Given

prior work in other teleost fish,13,14,62–65 it is plausible that

spatially tuned neurons25–27 exist in the DC brain. The central

nervous system of adult DC is well within current technological

capabilities of whole-brain optical imaging,66,67 and thus an un-

biased sampling of neuronal activity could be performed to not

only identify putative spatially tuned neurons but also to study

their role in brain-wide navigation circuits. Additionally, DC offer

the exciting possibility in which both whole-brain functional im-

aging and synaptic-resolution connectomics can be conducted

to investigate the neuronal circuitry of spatial navigation in an

adult vertebrate brain, providing further insight into vertebrate

learning and memory.
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Materials availability
This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability
All data reported in this paper as well as all code for controlling behavioral experiments, data preprocessing, data analysis, and figure

generation are available at https://doi.org/10.17617/3.OL0FHH. Raw behavioral videos can be made available upon request. Any

additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper will bemade available from the lead contact upon request.

DOI is also given in the key resources table.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

For experiments with Danionella cerebrum (DC), wild-type, adult (age 2.5 to 5 months post fertilization (mpf)) fish, of either sex, were

used. DC were maintained in group housing with stock density �3 fish/L of water in 3.5 liter tanks (Techniplast). Water conditions

weremaintained at�26.5 �C, pH 7.5, and conductivity 350 mS. Adult DCweremanually fed liveArtemia, twice per day. Silicone tubes,

approximately 5 cm long and 1 cm in diameter were placed in the tanks to facilitate breeding.46

For experiments with Danio rerio (DR), wild-type (NHGRI-1 strain), juvenile (3–4 weeks post fertilization) fish, of either sex, were

used. DR were maintained in group housing with stock density �3 fish/L of water in 3.5 liter tanks (Techniplast). Water conditions

were maintained at �28.0 �C, pH 7.5, and conductivity 400 mS. DR were manually fed live Artemia, twice per day.

All animal experiments were conducted in accordance with the animal welfare laws of the state of North Rhine-Westphalia in Ger-

many and approved by the responsible governmental agency, LANUV (Ministerium für Umwelt, Landwirtschaft, Natur- und Verbrau-

cherschutz des Landes Nordrhein-Westfalen).

METHOD DETAILS

Experimental setup
The behavioral arena, used for all experiments, was a transparent, circular, acrylic tankwith 200mm inner diameter, 10mmwall thick-

ness, 70mmheight, and 3mmfloor thickness. Tanks were filled to a depth of�50mmwith fresh water with water properties suited to

DC or DR, according to the species tested. White standard-weight printer paper was placed beneath the tank. A digital projector

(ViewSonic, M1 LED projector), mounted 50 cm above the tank, provided illumination onto the paper from above. The projector

was controlled remotely via MATLAB (MathWorks), and grayscale values ranging from 0 to 255 were used to provide environmental

illumination ranging from 3 to 1530 lux, respectively. Luminance was measured with a pre-calibrated light meter (Voltcraft, MS-200

LED). Depending on the behavioral experiment, different visual cues, all printed on paper, were wrapped around the outer wall of the

tank. For phototaxis experiments (Figure 1), gray paper was wrapped around the tank. For spatial navigation experiments (Figures 2,
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3, and 4), eight distinct, black and white, visual cues (or a subset thereof) were used. The eight patterns used were a checkboard,

vertical stripes, horizontal stripes, circles, triangles, triangles with circles, diamonds, and X’s (Data S1). Each cue subtended 45 de-

grees of the tank’s circumference. The cueswere designed in Inkscape, printed on standard printer paper, cut out, wrappedmanually

around the tank, and taped in place. Magnetic tape was used for ease of installation and removal. Tactile references (e.g., pieces of

tape) were used to maintain consistent installation of the cues in darkness. Behavioral recordings were made using a USB camera

(Basler acA 2040-90uc, with lens TS1614-MP F1.4 f16mm 100) mounted above the tank, controlled remotely via MATLAB, with

infrared illumination (Raytec, RM25-30; 850 nm) installed below the tank and a long-pass filter (Thorlabs, FGL780S) installed in front

of the camera to filter out visible light. All experiments were recorded at 25 fps, with resolution of �1400 x 1400 pixels. A ceramic

terrarium heater (Elstein, IOT75) was placed near the tank to maintain the water temperature at �26.5 �C. A custom shutter was

installed in front of the projector and controlled via an Arduino (Uno Rev. 3) to remotely shutter the background illumination of the

projector in the experimental setup during dark phases and cuemanipulations. Fish were allowed to habituate in the arena for at least

24 hours prior to all experiments. Fish were maintained on 10-hour/14-hour light/dark cycle. During the light cycle on the habituation

day, the projector backlight illumination was used to provide illumination to the tank, resulting in dim illumination at 3 lux. During the

night cycle, all light was shuttered via the remotely controlled shutter such that the experiment setup was completely dark (0 lux). The

setup in its entirety was enclosed in a custom black-out box and installed on vibration-dampening sorbothane pads to reduce

external environmental disturbances. Prior to experiments on each day, fish were manually fed Artemia and allowed to eat for 30

to 60 minutes. Afterwards, the water in the tank was manually flushed to remove detritus and refilled with fresh water. Experiments

were started roughly 60 minutes after cleaning and feeding to allow any stress induced by the tank disturbance to dissipate.

Due to the inability to automatically change the location of the visual cues on a trial-by-trial basis in our current paradigm, it was not

possible for us to control the starting location of the fish. This would be desirable in order to potentially reduce the trial-to-trial vari-

ability in swimming trajectories. The experimental design could be improved upon by using digital displays to create environmental

visual cues, which could then be changed or moved on a trial-by-trial basis. We opted for physical paper cues based on initial

experiments that indicated a sensitivity to the illumination of projected cues but did not further explore digital projection.

DC exhibit negative phototaxis
Phototaxis was tested in individual adult DC (n = 10), groups of three DC (n = 10 groups of three fish; 30 total fish), and groups of three

juvenile ZF (n = 10 groups of three fish; 30 total fish) (Figures 1 and S1). The tank brightness was set using grayscale values = {0, 16,

32, 64, 128, 196, 255} resulting in a series of seven luminance values = {3, 5, 13, 50, 305, 962, 1530 lux}, respectively. We took care to

ensure the tank was uniformly illuminated by the projector to avoid any unintentional luminance gradients. Each luminance value was

tested by illuminating half of the tank with the specified luminance, while the other half was kept at 3 lux (the backlight intensity of the

LED projector). Each luminance value was tested four times such that the illuminated half of the tank was rotated either 0, 90, 180, or

270 degrees to control for any innate place preferences. Accordingly, each experiment was composed of 28 trials (seven luminance

values times four orientations of the stimulus). For 7 out of the 10 groups of three DC, each trial lasted five minutes with a five minute

inter-trial interval, during which the projector was shuttered (0 lux). For all remaining groups of adult DC, for the single DC, and for the

groups of juvenile ZF experiments, each trial lasted ten minutes with a ten minute inter-trial interval, during which the projector was

shuttered (0 lux). The luminance and orientation of the stimulus were presented in a pseudorandom fashion.

DC are capable of learning a Morris water maze-like spatial navigation task
Spatial navigation in the open-tank, Morris Water Maze-like task was tested on groups of three adult DC (n = 77 groups of three fish)

(Figures 2, 3, and S2). The fish were habituated in the open behavioral arena for at least 24 hours with the set of 8 distinct visual cues

installed, as described above. Fish were trained using a fixed trial duration experiment structure, in which each trial was composed of

four phases and presented in the following order: (1) DIM, whole-tank, low-luminance (3 lux) illumination, duration 60 seconds; (2)

LIGHT, whole tank, high-luminance (1530 lux) illumination, duration 20 seconds; (3) REWARD, whole tank, high-luminance (1530

lux) illumination with a localized region (8 cm diameter circle, offset 5 cm from the tank center) of low-luminance (3 lux), duration

45 seconds; (4) DARK, all light shuttered (0 lux), duration 60 seconds. Tomitigate stress in response to sudden changes in luminance,

the transition in luminance from DIM to LIGHTwas presented along a linear ramp across 5 seconds; these five seconds preceded the

LIGHT phase and were excluded from analysis. Each experiment consisted of 80 trials. For all 77 groups of fish, the first 30 trials were

identical. After each experiment, the performance (see section quantification and statistical analysis) of the fish was analyzed. If the

performance of the fish did not asymptotically approach 4 cm within the first 30 trials, the experiment was repeated on the following

day, for amaximumof five consecutive days of training, after which the fish were deemed ‘non-learners’. On average, the fish learned

to solve the spatial navigation task within 3 ± 1 days (mean ± standard deviation). 24 groups of fish were classified as non-learners (24

/ 77); 53 groups of fish were classified as learners (53 / 77). For learners, the data shown is only from the last day of training. For non-

learners, data is from the fifth day of training. In our earliest experiments (‘Cue removal’ and ‘Sham cue removal’) the specific visual

cue located in front of the reward location was randomized, and we observed that the fish were able to learn to solve the task under a

variety of cue configurations. For our later experiments (‘Coupled cue rotation’, ‘Uncoupled cue rotation’, and ‘Cue shuffle’), we kept

the cue configuration constant, with the horizontal stripes directly in front of the reward location. Additionally, between different

groups of fish, the orientation of the set of visual cues was rotated either 0, 90, 180, or 270 degrees to control for possible innate place

preferences within the tank.
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DC perform visually guided spatial navigation
53 groups of three fish (159 total fish) were used to investigate visually-guided spatial navigation in DC divided amongst the following

cue manipulation experiments: Cue removal (n = 10 groups of fish), sham cue manipulations (n = 10 groups of fish), uncoupled cue

rotation (n = 10 groups of fish), coupled cue rotation (n = 14 groups of fish), and cue shuffle (n = 9 groups of fish) (Figures 3, S3, and

S4). As discussed in the previous section, these 53 groups were the groups of fish classified as learners. Experiments used the same

fixed trial duration experiment structure described above with the same experiment phases. Experiments consisted of 80 consec-

utive trials with cue manipulations occurring after trial 30 and after trial 50. The experiments were run in an automated fashion using

custom software written in MATLAB to acquire the behavioral recordings, control the experiment timing structure, control the digital

projector, and control the projector shutter. For experiments requiringmanual cuemanipulations, a pause was inserted in the code to

allow for manual cue manipulation. Any cue manipulations that were performed manually were performed in darkness in the exper-

imental setup and experimental room such that the fish were unable to see the changing of the cues. Tactile references were placed

around the tank to guide cue changes in the dark.

The first cue manipulation was performed after trial 30. The different cue manipulations were as follows: For cue removal exper-

iments, the set of 8 visual cues was manually replaced with gray paper; for sham cue manipulation experiments, the set of 8 visual

cues were removed and then reinstalled; for uncoupled cue rotation experiments, the cues were left in place, but the reward location

was rotated relative to the cues by 90, 180, or 270 degrees using the digital projector; for coupled cue rotation experiments, the cues

were manually rotated by 90, 180, or 270 degrees and the reward location rotated by the same degree, and for the cue shuffle ex-

periments, the set of 8 distinct visual cues was replaced with a shuffled iteration of the same visual cues, such that all the visual cues

except for the cue directly in front of the reward location were moved to a new location. A second cue manipulation was performed

after trial 50: For the cue removal experiments, the initial set of 8 visual cues was restored; for the sham cue manipulation experi-

ments, an additional sham cuemanipulation was conducted; for the uncoupled cue rotation experiment, the initial alignment between

cues and reward location was restored; for the coupled cue rotation experiments, the cues and reward location were rotated back to

their initial positions; for the cue shuffle experiments, the initial, unshuffled set of 8 visual cues was restored.

Context-dependent spatial navigation in DC
To test context-dependent spatial navigation in DC, we tested 10 groups of three fish (30 total fish) (Figures 4, 5, 6, S5, and S6). For

these experiments, a visual blockade (black Delrin, 50 mm height, 100 mm diameter, 2 mm thickness) was placed in the center of the

tank. The blockade wasmade with a sloping outer wall to match the angle of view of the camera. The fish were habituated to the tank

with the blockade installed. The radius of the circular reward zone was increased to 5 cm to adjust for portions of the reward zone

occluded by the blockade. These experiments were conducted using the same fixed trial duration experiment structure as previously

outlined with the same experiment phases, but with the timing slightly changed: (1) DIM, whole-tank, low-luminance (3 lux) illumina-

tion, duration 30 seconds; (2) LIGHT, whole tank, high-luminance (1530 lux) illumination, duration 20 seconds; (3) REWARD, whole

tank, high-luminance (1530 lux) illumination with a localized region (10 cm diameter circle, offset 5 cm from the tank center) of low-

luminance (3 lux), duration 45 seconds; (4) DARK, all light shuttered (0 lux), duration 120 seconds. To mitigate stress in response to

sudden changes in luminance, the transition in luminance from DIM to LIGHT was presented along a linear ramp across 5 seconds;

these five seconds preceded the LIGHT phase andwere excluded from analysis. The fishwere trainedwith 8 unique visual cues for 90

consecutive trials, with either a ±120� coupled cue rotation conducted after trial 45, followed by a ten minute pause during which the

fish were kept in complete darkness. After each day of training, the distance-to-target (i.e., ‘performance’) during the LIGHT phase

across all trials was analyzed. If the performance of the fish did not asymptotically approach 5 cm, the experiment was repeated on

the following day, for a maximum of five consecutive days of training, after which the fish were deemed ‘non-learners’. 1 group was

classified as ‘non-learner’ (1 / 10). For ‘learners’, the fish learned to solve the spatial navigation task within 3 ± 1 days (mean ± stan-

dard deviation). Following the last training day, we began the cuemanipulation experiments (i.e., test days). On each test day, all cues

remained on the tank, identical to that of the training days, during trials 1 to 30. Following trial 30, one of four cue manipulations was

performed: five proximal (i.e., the cues closest to the reward location) cues were replacedwith repeating vertical stripes (i.e., 3 unique

distal cues remaining), six proximal cues were replaced with repeating vertical stripes (i.e., 2 unique distal cues remaining), seven

proximal cues were replaced with repeating vertical stripes (i.e., 1 unique distal cue remaining), or all the unique cues were replaced

with repeating vertical stripes. These four cuemanipulations were conducted on four consecutive days in a randomized order. For the

‘2 unique distal cue remaining’ cue manipulation, the single cue diametrically aligned with the reward and the cue immediately to its

right were kept. Also, the vertical stripes were of a finer spatial frequency than that of the vertical stripes used as a unique visual cue

(Data S1). From trials 31 to 50, the fish were tested under this cuemanipulation. After trial 50, with the same subset of visual cues, we

performed either a ±120� coupled cue rotation, and the fish were tested for 20 trials. After trial 70, the cues and the reward location

were rotated back to their initial orientation and tested for 20 trials. In total, each test day was composed of 90 trials. Between each

cue manipulation, we inserted a 10 minute pause, during which all light was shuttered. The initial set of 8 visual cues were restored

after each experiment between test days.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

All data and statistical analysis was conducted in MATLAB (MathWorks). To quantify all behavioral experiments, raw behavioral

videos were analyzed using a custom MATLAB script. To extract the fish centroids, an image processing algorithm composed of
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the following steps was used: (1) background subtraction, (2) image binarization, (3) image erosion and dilation, (4) connected-

component object detection, and (5) centroid detection. Nearest neighbor sorting was used to obtain individual fish trajectories.

For phototaxis experiments, the centroid position of each fish was compared to themidline that split the tank between the dark and

light portions of the tank (Figures 1C and S1B–S1D). For each video, the number of frames that each fish resided in the dark half of the

tank was divided by the total number of frames to obtain the fraction of time spent in the dark half of the tank. This was then averaged

across trial repeats. For phototaxis experiments, we analyzed only the first minute of each video given that, in our spatial navigation

experiments, we were interested in the phototactic behavior of DC on time-scales of �1 minute.

For the visually-guided spatial navigation experiments, once the centroids were obtained, the distance-to-target was computed for

each fish for each frame of each behavioral recording (Figures 2C, 2D, 3A–3C, S2, S3B–S3D, and S4). This was obtained by taking the

Euclidean distance between each fish and the center of the reward area (i.e., ‘‘target’’). For brevity, the distance-to-target is referred

to interchangeably as the ‘‘performance.’’ Given the different durations of the experiment phases, we used a time-matched metric to

compare across the different experiment phases. Specifically, all the distances-to-target for the last 20 seconds of the DIM phase,

the entire 20 seconds of the LIGHT phase, the first 20 seconds of the REWARD phase, and the last 20 seconds of the DARK phase

were taken. The distances-to-target were averaged across time for each trial. In plots depicting the distance-to-target across trials,

themedian (taken across different groups of fish) line is shownwith shaded interquartile range. Since the geometry of the tank and the

location of the target was well-defined, we were able to compute the average distance to the target drawn from a random uniform

distribution of positions within the tank’s area (i.e., we randomly sampled many points within the tank, computed the distance to the

target for each of these points, and measured the average). We calculated this theoretical value to be 6.3 cm in the open arena and

10.2 cm for the annular arena. For plots depicting the performance across trials in the open arena, this theoretical value is shown as a

horizontal dashed line and is referred to in the main text as the ‘‘chance level.’’ Additionally, a dashed line at 4 (or 5, for the annular

arena) cm is also shown, representing the radius of the reward area. For binned-trial comparisons, we binned the performance across

trials 11-30 (i.e., before the cue manipulations), trials 31-50 (during the cue manipulation), and trials 61-80 (after the cue manipula-

tions) (Figures 3D and 3E). To analyze each group’s shoal cohesion during the LIGHT phase, we calculated the sum inter-fish distance

across trials 1-30. To obtain the sum inter-fish distance, for each trial we calculated the sum-distance between the three fish and took

the average across the entire LIGHT phase (Figures S2B and S2C).

For the proximal cue removal experiments, the distance-to-target was computed as described above (Figures 4C, 4D, and S5A).

Given the different durations of the experiment phases, we used a time-matched metric to compare across the different experiment

phases. Specifically, all the distances-to-target for the last 20 seconds of the DIM phase, the entire 20 seconds of the LIGHT phase,

the first 20 seconds of the REWARD phase, and the last 20 seconds of the DARK phase were taken. The average velocity and sum

inter-fish distance (i.e., shoal cohesion) were also analyzed according to the same time bins (Figures 5, S5B, and S5C): To obtain the

average velocity for each group of fish, for each trial we pooled the instantaneous velocities of the three fish from each group and took

the average across the 20-second time bin. To obtain the sum inter-fish distance, for each trial we calculated the sum-distance be-

tween the three fish and took the average across the 20-second time bin. For binned-trial comparisons, we compared the asymptotic

performance of the fish during each cue manipulation; therefore, we analyzed the last ten trials of each cue manipulation trial block

(Figures 4E, 5A, and 5B). Specifically, we compared the binned the performance across trials 21-30 (i.e., ‘8 unique cues’), trials 41-50

(i.e., ‘Proximal cue removal’), trials 61-70 (i.e., ‘Coupled cue rotation’), and trials 81-90 (i.e., ‘Coupled cue counter-rotation’). We also

used these same trial bins for generating the position heat maps (Figures 6 and S6).

Position heat maps shown in Figure 6 were generated by binning all centroids across all groups and across the corresponding trial

bins into 0.5 cm x 0.5 cm spatial bins and dividing the spatial bin counts by the total number of centroids. Heat maps shown in

Figures S1, S3, and S6 were generated using the same spatial binning but for individual groups. Line-of-sight zones as depicted

in Figure 6B were calculated based on the minimum number of visually accessible unique cues via direct line sight at each point

in the annular arena. To calculate each zone occupancy (Figures 6C–6E), for each group, centroids from trials 41-50, 61-70, and

81-90 during the LIGHT phase for each proximal cue removal experiment were binned into 0.5 cm x 0.5 cm spatial bins and then

the bins counts of spatial bin were divided by the total number of centroids and summed across each zone. Thus, the total occupancy

across all zones for any given group is unity and each zone occupancy remains bounded between 0 and 1.

For all statistical comparisons, we first tested each distribution for normality using the one-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. For

all distributions, we failed to reject the null hypothesis. For a single pair-wise comparison, we used a paired t-test (Figures 1C, 2E, and

6C–6E). For multiple distribution comparisons, we first tested for significance using a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) test. If

any significant difference was detected, we then used a paired-sample t-test to test all pair-wise combinations for significance with

post hoc Bonferroni correction (Figures 3D, 3E, 4E, 5A, and 5B). Statistical tests shown in Figures 3D and 3E compare performance

across cue manipulations (i.e., before the cue manipulation, during the cue manipulation, and after the cue manipulation) but within

groups for any given experiment (i.e., ‘Cue removal’, ‘Sham cue removal’, etc.). Statistical tests shown in Figure 4E compare perfor-

mance across the cue manipulation trial bins (i.e., ‘8 unique cues’, ‘Proximal cue removal’, ‘Coupled cue rotation’, and ‘Coupled

counter cue rotation’) but within the groups of fish and not across experiment days. For comparing shoal cohesion versus perfor-

mance for learner and non-learner groups, an F-test was performed to see if a linear regression fit significantly better than a con-

stant-term model (Figure S2C). For comparing shoal cohesion across trials and across learner/non-learning status, we performed

a repeated measures ANOVA (Figure S2C).
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